
 

 

'Individuals are products of their times' 
How accurate is this statement in relation to the personality (Leni) you have studied? 

 
The statement 'Individuals are products of their times' is significantly accurate in relation to 
Leni Riefenstahl's life. This is due to her constantly being influenced by her context in 
Germany and being different in each 'life'. The 3 prominent lives which she lived were; the 
expressionist life of the Weimar Republic, the propaganda and Hitler rule of Nazi 
Germany, and the post-Nazi period. Events surrounding her that affirm that this statement 
is accurate is her wanting to dance/sing/direct and the filming of 'Blue Light' which was a 
part of the expressionist movement, her filming of Triumph of the Will and Olympia which 
reflect Nazi Germany and the Nuba photography in the Post-Nazi period. Therefore, she is 
a product of her time as she was influenced by the context surrounding her. 
 
'Individuals are products of their times' is an accurate statement as Leni wanted to dance 
and direct as part of the expressionist movement and cult of the body. Leni's dancing 
career began in the 1920s when Germany entered a period of great cultural revival. Much 
of the arts in Weimar were new and challenged the traditional and conservative forms of 
earlier times. After years of government control and no democracy, creative arts were 
seen as a way of conveying emotion and feeling, this was referred to as the expressionist 
movement. Hence, she reflected the values of the time by being a very talented and 
enthusiastic expressionist dancer. As she was shaped by these expressionist values, she 
stated "Of all the things I have done in my life as an artist, it was dancing that fascinated 
and made me happy", this displays her happiness and career being reflective of the 
Weimar culture at the time. However, her dancing career suffered a major setback in 1925 
when during a performance, she badly injured her knee. Her next step in the expressionist 
movement further affirms that this statement is accurate as she went on to join an 
extremely popular film genre; mountain genre. In Berlin she noticed a poster advertising a 
film called 'The Mountain of Destiny' (1924), by the German director, Arnold Fanck, who 
specialised in this genre. Leni's decision to become an actress is an indication that she 
continued to be influenced by her surroundings, which further signifies that individuals are 
products of their times. During the Weimar period, where individuality and freedom was a 
prominent feature in their arts, Leni also displayed similar artistic abilities by becoming a 
well established dancer and a highly prominent actress by 1933. Hence, she effectively 
reflected the values of her time, which highlights the accuracy of the above statement. 
 
Additionally, in the free environment of the Weimar Republic, the German film industry 
prospered. The German film industry of the 1920s produced more films in that decade 
than the rest of Europe combined. Films of this era were expressionist in style, reflecting 
developments in the other arts. Film was made into a new form of art by skilful directors, 
one of who was Leni Riefenstahl. While acting in the mountain films, she spent a great 
deal of time studying the techniques of their directors. This bold step of undertaking the 
'man's job' of film-making signifies her reflecting the values of the Weimar Period where 
conservatism was being challenged. She went on to create her very first film, which was 
extremely successful and popular, 'The Blue Light'. The movie was full of artistic themes 
and reflected her philosophy on film making which was that films should be about 
movement, and not capturing static images. The values displayed in the film were very 
reflective of the culture she lived in at the time. She herself stated "...something that might 
allow me to give free rein to my juvenile sense of romanticism and the beautiful image", 
this reflects the expressionist movement, as she believed art was the only way she could 
portray her feelings of the Weimar Period. Hence, the expressionist movement 
accentuates that she was a product of her time as her actions were influenced by her 
surrounding context and values.  



 

 

The above statement is accurate to Leni as she was inevitably influenced by Hitler like 
majority of Germany were at the time. In September 1933 the film industry came under the 
control of Dr Goebbels and his Reich Ministry for Public Enlightenment and Propaganda. 
All the films had to be approved by the new Reich Chamber of Culture this had a profound 
effect on Jews in the industry who were banned as they were refused accreditation. The 
Nazi propaganda era was reflective of Leni's major works such as 'Triumph of the Will' and 
'Olympia'. Her films began to portray Nazi Germany which adds to the fact that she was a 
product of her time as she was filming exactly what was in her context. The arts and 
expressionist movement was replaced with rigid and strict values and the freedom of arts 
was destroyed however, an expressionist artist, she was not upset about the changes, 
instead she changed, and so did her work. This accentuates that she was a product of her 
time, and continually evolved along with her context. During the editing process the 
already powerful images of the film were brought together to create a type of film art never 
seen before. The Labor Corps Rally is an important scene that shows Leni abiding by the 
Nazi aims, one of which was 'To win support for particular policies'. She ensured this aim 
was fulfilled by explicitly displaying Nazi images such as the eagle, flag and Hitler after the 
powerful statement "One people, one Fuhrer, one Reich and one Germany". Hitler named 
it 'Triumph of the Will' and called it a "...tribute to the strength and beauty of our 
movement", this extensively shows that during this time period, she became a product of 
the main cultural influence; the Nazi movement. She also states this by saying "Hitler 
already had 90% of the votes", showing that her work reflected the public opinion of 
German society in the 1930s. Hitler was seen as a Messiah and the Nazi party was seen 
as a positive aspect of German politics, and these views are represented in Riefenstahl's 
editing and camera techniques. The historian, Ian Kershaw, describes the film as "a 
celluloid exposition of the Fuhrer cult", highlighting that her work was influenced by her 
context. Therefore, it is evident that she was a product of her time as her work changed 
due to the environment around her changing, she effectively adopted the new values and 
reflected them in her works. 
 
Another one of Riefenstahl's works that displays her utmost devotion to the Nazi Regime is 
'Olympia'. Leni saw Olympia as an opportunity to capture the beauty and grace of the 
human body. It was released in 1938 when the world was more aware of the nature of 
Hitler's regime. Many have seen this glorification of the body and the concept of struggle 
as supporting the Nazi ideal of the master race. The German government supported its 
production, seeing it a way to promote a positive image of National Socialism to the world 
as they wanted the world to see them as a unified and peaceful nation. This further 
displays that she was a product of her time as she was creating content that pleased the 
country's leaders at the time who financed the film through a dummy corporation called 
'Olympia Film GmbH'. David Welch calls Olympia "a celebratiom of various elements of the 
Nazi Weltschauung, notably the importance of 'strength through joy' and the idealisation of 
the Aryan body". During the Nazi rule in Germany Leni's most important developments 
were her direction of 'Triumph of the Will' and 'Olympia', and while she managed to keep a 
small part of her Weimar spirit by challenging stereotypes, her work ultimately displayed 
an overwhelming amount of obedience towards the Nazi party and their 
propaganda/ideals.  
 
Lastly, Leni was a product of her time which is evident through her photography of the 
Nuba people. In the 1960s and early 1970s Leni discovered a love for photography and in 
October 1962 she travelled to the remote Kordofan of Sudan in Africa and lived there for a 
time with the Nuba people. Her most striking photos showed their sacred and private 
rituals such as wrestling and initiation ceremonies. The historian Susan Sontag claims that 
Leni's pursuit of Nuba photography was another one of her pursuits which demonstrated 



 

 

Fascist ideologies, due to her intense exposure to the Nazi Regime. In an essay published 
in 1980, Sontag argued that Leni's photographs of the Nuba tribe in Africa continued the 
central themes of Triumph of the Will and Olympia as they also showed a contrast 
between the clean and impure. This displays that Leni's work and life continued to reflect 
the values of the Nazi regime, and that she was a product of her time. 
 
Hence it is clear that the statement 'Individuals are products of their times' is accurate in 
relation to Leni Riefenstahl as the changes in her life, work and values reflect her context. 
She herself states "I feel as though I have lived many lives" and evidently she was 
different in each of them. She was far more expressive within the expressionist movement 
in the Weimar Republic through her careers of dancing, acting and directing, compared to 
the Nazi period. In Nazi Germany we see a completely different Leni, who is obedient to 
Hitler and reflects the public opinion of 1930's Germany. Afterwards, her photography of 
the Nuba people shows her continued obedience to Nazi ideologies. Hence, individuals 
are products of their time due to them being inevitably influenced by their context. 
 
 
 


